KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB15

LOCUS: 000

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
- topsoil

BEG. LEVEL(S):
464.195 (SE)

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
/

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- 1.5.001
- 1.5.003
- 1.5.002

END LEVEL(S):
464.095 (NW) 463.95 (SE)

OVER LOCUS(ES):
- CB15001, CB15007, CB15008

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 654.0g FINE 20g UNID 60g

LDM: Ras aI-Fukra

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian -> Modern

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN______

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL: Bones

5. OTHER: 1 stopper, 5 metal nails (t.n. 973, 974, 975, 985, 986)

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15000 is topsoil dug over 5 by 5 m trench. The soil is gray/brownish,
with slight gray inclusions along the Eastern part and in the North-Western corner,
and plaster inclusions along the Western part.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pottery weights</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Fine SF</td>
<td>20 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenician SF</td>
<td>40 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellenistic CW</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-Brown Gritty</td>
<td>100 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink-Brown Gritty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatter</td>
<td>20 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ressim / Wh. Ware</td>
<td>100 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange jar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black amphora</td>
<td>300 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Romanian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>20 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsorted</td>
<td>5800 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**KEDESH LOCUS SHEET**

**AREA CB 15**

**LOCUS 001**

**TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)**  
Subsoil

**BEG. LEVEL(S)**  
464.275

**UNDER LOCUS (ES)**  
CB15000, CB15001, CB15009

**OVER LOCUS (ES)**  
CB15004, CB15005, CB15007, CB15008, (CB15004)

**UNITS IN LOCUS:**  
.004, .005, .007, .012, .023

**END LEVEL(S)**  
463.465

**FINDS:**

1. **POTTERY:** TOTAL WT. 33150g  
FINE 200g  
UNID 17050g

LD: Early Islamic (glazed look)

**SPAN/CONDITION:** Pre-Persian → Early Islamic

2. **LAMPS:** WHEELMADE  
HELL. MOULDMADE  
ROMAN  
Persian

3. **COINS:**  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(T-n. 1084)</th>
<th>(K00C27)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(007)</td>
<td>(007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **FAUNAL:** Bones

5. **OTHER:**  
Flnit (t-n. 1774) (005)  
4 flints (t-n. 1803)  
1 plaster (t-n. 1234) (005)  
2 stoppers  
1 glass fragment (t-n. 1691)  
1 stone sample (001)  
6 flints (t-n. 1803)  
2 stoppers  
1 stopper (unit 028)

6. **IND.**  
(007)

7. **SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT**  
YES for .007

**LOCUS DESCRIPTION:** INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB 15001 is the subsoil layer dug all over the area 5 by 5 m trench, underneath the topsoil layer (CB 15000), it is light brown soil, sandy and compact, but not difficult to dig.

A few plaster and rubble inclusions were found during the excavation of this locus.
Pottery weights
(Local Fine-300 g)
Ph. Semi-Fine-1000 g
Heil Cookware-250 g
BG - 750 g
BG -
Spotter-250 g
Persian/White ware-1550 g
Orange jar-550 g
Blau amphora-450 g
Pre-Persian-4050 g
Other-300 g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB15

LOCUS: 002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
wall (large West East wall)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
0.167.165 (top course)
0.162.166 (second course)

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15001, CB15008

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE_____ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL, MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15002 is a wall running from NW to SE. Three courses of large and medium size stones, the top one seems to be the lowest courses of the original wall, while the middle and bottom courses are probably part of the wall foundations. The width of the foundations is 1.07 m, while the width of the uppermost course is 0.85 m.

This top course, projecting from the western wall, extends further a 84 cm and is made of a large flat stone (83 x 92 cm) and some rubble against the height.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB.15

LOCUS 003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
wall (SE wall)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
① 463.31

END LEVEL(S)

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB.15007, CB.15008

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE_______ UNID______

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(ES) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB.15003 is a wall running in the South-Eastern corner of the 5x5m trench. The portion that has been uncovered is 1.03 by 0.90 m on the top course, but part of its surface likely goes under the street outside the trench. It is made of stone and is in the form of a small wall 0.90 m high. A rectangular patch above shows in the wall in the SE corner of the trench.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS 004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
cobble wall?

BEG. LEVEL(S)
0 463.765

END LEVEL(S)
463.33

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15001

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB15004

UNITS IN LOCUS:
032, 033, 034, 035, 036

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3050g FINE UNID 1950g Pottery Weights on back

LDM - Persian(?)

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian + Persian

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL - Bones

5. OTHER Lithic (n.n. 203), 1 Stepper, 2 Lithics (n.n. 2030), 2 Lithics (ex. 2030), 1 Lithic (n.n. 2032), 1 Flint (n.n. 2026)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15004 is a cobble feature (wall?) showing along the Western wall, in the SW corner of the 5 by 5 m trench. Its shape is roughly rectangular and its dimensions are about 1.4 by 0.7 m. The stones which this feature is made of are of small size and very irregular. Also their disposition follows a very irregular fashion.
(local Fine - \)
Ph. semi fine - 50g
Heli, cook - \nRGB - 650g
PBG - \nSpatter - \nPersian/white - \nOrange jar - \nEland euphora - \nPre-Persian - 400g
Other - \
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS 004.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
sealed soil

BEG. LEVEL(S)
1) 463.355  2) 463.33

END LEVEL(S)
1) 463.19  2) 463.2

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15004

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB1.5.037

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3450g FINE ----- UNID 2000g

LDL - Persian

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian > Persian

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE ----- HELL. MOULDMADE ----- ROMAN ----- 

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone

5. OTHER Lithics (bx 2051)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15004.1 is the 1 of the several features (wall?) in the SW quadrant of the 5 by 5 m trench, which constitutes locus CB15004.

The sealed soil was taken out in unit CB1.5.037.
Pottery weights

(Local Fine)
Phoenician SF
Hell. CW
RB Gritty 1200g
PB Gritty
Spatter
Persian/Wh. Ware 150g
Orange jar
Magd. Ware
Pre-Persian 100g
Other
AREA: CB15

LOCUS: 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
plaster floor

BEGIN LEVEL(S):
@ 464.18
@ 464.175

END LEVEL(S):
@ 464.085
@ 464.06

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
CB15001

OVER LOCUS(ES):
CB15005.1

UNITs IN LOCUS:
014

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 400g FINE 150g UNID

LOM: Semi-fine Baggy Sar

SPAN/CONDITION: Pre-Persian → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15005 is a small patch (~60 by 30 cm) of plaster floor (?) that showed in the North West corner of the 5 by 5 m trench, under the midden structure.
It was removed in unit CB15.014.
local fine - \)
Ph. semifine - 100g
Hcl Cw -
PBG - 50g
PBG -
Spatter -
White/Persian -
Orange Sar -
Wand amphora -
Pre-Persian - 100g
other -
Pottery weights
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOcus 005

Type (wall, floor, fill etc.)
sealed soil

Begin level(s)
@ 463.985
@ 464.086

under locus(es)
CB15005

End level(s)
@ 465.485
@ 463.96

over locus(es)
CB15009

Units in locus:
.015

Finds:
1. Pottery: Total wt. 300g  Fine_____ Unid 100g

LDM \n
Span/Condition \n
2. Lamps: Wheelmade_____ Hell. Mouldmade_______ Roman_______

3. Coins

4. Faunal

5. Other

6. Inv.

7. Sediment Analysis/Float

Locus description: include 1. Physical description, preservation, extent 2. Relation to other loci ie over/under/ touching/bonding with other floors/fills/walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

Locus CB15005.1 is the 1 of the plaster floor patch found in the North West corner of the 5 by 5 m trench and that constitutes locus CB15005.

The sealed soil was removed in unit CB1.5.015.
Pottery weights

(Local Fine --)
Phoenician SF --

dull CW --
RB Gritty-200g
PB Gritty --

Spatter --
Persian/White W. --
Orange jar --

Shard, Shafea --
Pre-Persian --

Other --
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB/5

LOCUS 006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
plaster floor

BEG. LEVEL(S)
① 463.99
② 463.293

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15008, 015011

END LEVEL(S)

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. Faunal

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15006 is a portion of plaster floor showing in the NW corner of the 5 by 5 m trench. It is very irregular, due to the disturbances that occurred in the sector: a lot of stones of various size and shape were uncovered above this patch. The remaining section shows in two different levels, and traces of the floor are also visible along the northern wall.

Its greatest width is 1 m, and its greatest length is 2 m.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 15

LOCUS 007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Rubble

BEG. LEVEL(S)
L164.15

END LEVEL(S)
463.52

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15001, CB15003, CB15008

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:
006, 008, 009, 010
011, 013, 016

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 31700g FINE 700g UNID 12500g

LDM African Red-slip

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian + 4th A.D.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELM, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL - Bones

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/Float

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15001 is the rubble that has been excavated in most of the 5 by 5 m trench and likely originated from the collapse of architectural features in the area or from some sort of robbing. The stones vary according to shape and size, from small and irregular samples to large, rectangular stones. The rubble appeared first in an area roughly at the center of the trench, but then it showed in the entire quadrant, covering and surrounding most of the architectural features that have survived.
Pottery weights

(local fine - 700g)

Phoenician semi-fine - 350g
Hell CW - 100g
R86 - 5200g
PB6 - 150g
Spatter - 150g
Whiteware/Persian - 550g

Orange jar - 150g

Blanc amphora - 50g
Pre-Persian - 1550g

Other - 250g
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 15  
LOCUS 008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)  
rubble

BEG. LEVEL(S)  
463.95

UNDER LOCUS (ES)  
CB 15000, CB 15001, CB 15007, CB 15009, CB 15011

END LEVEL(S)  
462.645

OVER LOCUS(ES)  
CB 15002, CB 15003, CB 15006

UNITS IN LOCUS:  
.017, .018, .020, .023, .024, .025, .026, .027, .028, .029, .030, .031

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 170065 g  FINE 610 g  UNIT 97400 g

LDM  Kapoor H.1A, Heys 50 E54

SPAN/CONDITION  
Pre-Persian  → Flavian

/.025/.036

1. Folded Bup Frag.

2. 1 Frag.

2. Persian Frags. .027

3. 2 SF Frags. .029

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HELL, MOULDMADE  ROMAN  

3. COINS .024: 1 coin. (Ca 110 CE)

4. FAUNAL  

5. OTHER  

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT  

.018, .027,

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB 15008 is rubble at a lower level than CB 15007 and separated from it through soil with little rubble. However, CB 15007 could be the highest point of the same rubble episode.

Concerning LDM, CB 15008 has an Early Roman LDM, while the one for CB 15007 is later, that is, IVth c. AD Roman.
Battery weights
Local Fine 610 g
Phoenician SF 3175 g
Heil. CW 1180 g
RB Gruffy 42100 g
PB Gruffy 3650 g
Spatter 10175 g
Persian/Wa. Ware 4400 g
Orange jar
Pre-Persian 630 g
Pre-Persian 15026 g
Other 505 g

0.025, 0.026
7 lumps (tu 2011)
1 piece of Egyptian alabaster (tu 1922)

0.027
6 lumps (tu 2028)
10 plaster samples (tu 1929) → save 1 (tu 2065) → save 4 stoppers
1 attic piece (tu 2091) → INV

0.028

0.029
12 plaster samples (tu 1929) → save
7 lumps, metal frags (tu 1942) → save
7 lumps (tu 2021)
1 broken weight (tu 2003) → INV
3 stoppers

0.030
1 attic (tu 2025)

0.031
plastered metal frag (tu 1986) → save
1 stopper
4 lumps (tu 2063) → save

0.034
12 lumps (tu 2013)
plaster sample (tu 1692)
1 worked stone (tu 1827) → save
1 stopper
Pyxis rim (WS) (tu 1846) → INV

0.054
12 lumps (tu 2013)
Plant metal obj. (tu 1797) → save
1 stopper
Attic decorated foot (tu 1842) → INV

0.025
23 metal frags (tu 1885) → save
2 nails (tu 1887) → save
5 plaster frags (tu 1869) → save
6 stoppers

0.026
1 pick (tu 1860) → save
1 nail + 3 wired metal frags (tu 1886) → save
1 trowel (tu 1939)
pointed plaster (tu 1876) → save
3 copper washers (tu 1853) → save
4 copper nails (tu 1853) → save
1 copper ring (tu 1876) → save
2 copper nails (tu 1847) → save
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS 009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S)

(NW) 463.995 (SE) - 463.75

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB15001, CB15005.1

END LEVEL(S)

(NW) 463.705 (SE) - 463.57

OVER LOCUS(ES)

CB15001, CB15008, CB15011

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CB15019

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 36360g FINE — UNID 19500g

LOM Hellenistic - North Aegean diag + Hell. unknown diag

SPAN/CONDITION Pre-Persian → Hellenistic

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN — 1 Persian frag

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone

5. OTHER 18 Lithics (c. n. 1812), 1 unid. metal frag, mudbrick & plaster, 3 stoppers

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

YES

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15009 is a fill drg in the northern area of the 5 by 5 m trench, characterized by an extremely high concentration of pottery shards. Its extension is limited to the area north of the vertical line of the West → East wall and stratigraphically it is under and over stone piles.
Pottery weights

(LF - \)
Phoenician SF - 340g
Hell. CW - 120g
RB Graffiti - 9,300g
PB Graffiti -\`
Spatter - 80g
Tricorn / White W - 1,400g
Orange jar - 660g
Ward amphora - 2,000g
Re-Bevans - 4100g
Other - 160g
LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15010 is a plaster floor that shows mainly in the South half, especially close to the South-eastern corner of the 6 by 5m trench. A few pieces of it, and of its collapse, can be seen also next to the SW corner and in the middle of the E half. Two "courses" of stones rest on the part of floor in the E half of the Southern half.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS Q11

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
rodent hole

BEG. LEVEL(S)
① 463.50 ② 463.68 ③ 463.65

END LEVEL(S)
① 463.51 ② 463.94 ③ 463.92

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
CB15009

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB15006, CB15008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB15.021

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1150g FINE 300g UNIQ 500g

LDM wheelmade lamp w/ring feet 4th/3rd BC

SPAN/CONDITION Pre Persian 4th/3rd BC

2. LAMPS: wheelmade ① wheelmade ② Hell. mouldmade ③ Roman

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL Bone

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

Locus CB15009 is an area in the North West corner of the 5 by 5 m trench characterized by the presence of many holes and tunnels dug by rodents. This portion of soil was isolated in unit CB15.021 in order to avoid contamination.
Battery weights

(LF - )

Ptolemaic SF -
Hellenistic CW -
RB Gritty - 300g
PB Gritty - 150g
Spatter -

Branco / White W -
Orange jaw -
Ibiza amphora -
Pa- Roman - 200g
Other -
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA X5.4

LOCUS 6

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
 Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 409.45

END LEVEL(S) 463.25

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 

OVER LOCUS(ES)
 CB15014

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CA9.5.0.4.9

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL wt. 350 g  FINE 180g  UNID 180 g

LM L/MP

SPAN/CONDITION EB Persian / small-medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE   HELL. MOULDMADE   ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
 Bones: 18/30.9 g (#1061)

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a plaster/stone floor, which was dug in the 2000 season, leaving a spur of floor & supporting material exposed to the elements. This spur was removed this season along with the soil immediately below it in its own unit. This unit was numbered on its own but was given the same locus # as before. This unit lay in the NW corner of the trench.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB1.5

LOCUS 012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) NW 462.79 / NE 462.79 / SW 462.75 / SE 462.82

END LEVEL(S) 462.76

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB15019

OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. ___________ FINE ___________ UNID ___________

LDM —

SPAN/CONDITION —

2. LAMPS: WHELMade ___________ HELL. MOULDMADE ___________ ROMAN ___________

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL —

5. OTHER —

6. INV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This wall consists of 7 large stones (1 stacked on another) in the western half of the trench between the CB19002 and CB15019 walls. It lies below the winter wash soil (CB15014). It measures 96 cm wide and 1.30m long and runs at an angle into the N-S wall. The stones of this wall are arranged 2 wide, each forming an outer face, with no smaller rubble core discernible. This wall was left in place for further future investigation.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB13

LOCUS 013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

FILL

BEG. LEVEL(S)

463.15 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

CB15015

END LEVEL(S)

462.75

OVER LOCUS(ES)

CB1.5.060-084/066

UNITS IN LOCUS:

CB1.5.054-059/CB1.5.060-084/066

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 3940 FINE UNID 2.03

LDM Hell casseroke bottom BS (3rd CEC?)

SPAN/CONDITION BA - Hell

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL. MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

bone #1097, 1113, 1116, 1119, 1120, 1239

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OveR/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDBING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of a fill of chipped gravel & lime to the north of the trench E-W wall CB15007. It was originally thought to be a floor but was discovered to be too thick for that. Instead, it may have been a pit dug in association with other activities, such as building, in the trench. It also includes some of the material below the mass, which has less lime.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS 214

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Topsoil (south)

BEG. LEVEL(S)
463.04

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

END LEVEL(S)
462.70

OVER LOCUS(ES)
CB15012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB15.099-042/CB15.047-48
CB15.049-045

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 24.95 KG FINE_____ UNID 24.33 KG

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELD. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
Bone 456.69 (A954/966/1024/1095/1097/1059/1060)

5. OTHER
Loveform Glass BS (A967)/metal knife frag (A106)/3 stepped shale slingstone (A1046)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of the soil left remaining to the south of CB15002 and the west of the CB15010 in the trench by the previous excavation year. It overlies CB15012. The locus was contaminated by wetten wash and treated as topsoil.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB1.5

LOCUS 015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
- topsoil (north)

BEGIN LEVEL(S)
- 463.35

UNDER LOCUS (ES)
- CB1.5, 006

END LEVEL(S)
- 462.76

OVER LOCUS(ES)
- CB15013/CB15016

UNITS IN LOCUS:
- CB1.5, 050-051

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 10,300 FINE 0.060 UNIQ 8.00 KG

LDM early Roman (CDP)

SPAN/CONDITION
- Iron-ER

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER
- bone #1062 34.4g; 1063 37.3g

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 1E OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of the material exposed to the elements (both the top and the bank/side) which lies to the north of the CB15002. It lies in the northwestern corner of CB1.5, below the span of floor CB15006 but above the chipped stone mass of CB15013.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB1.5

LOCUS: 016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.):
Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S):
469.21 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES):
CB15015

END LEVEL(S):
462.76 m

OVER LOCUS(ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS:
CB15, 052/CB14.059/CB15.065

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.82 Kg
   FINE  UNID 2.39 Kg

LD: Persian cooking ware

SPAN/CONDITION: Iron - Persian / small-medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HEAVY MOLDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL
   Bone: 63.3g (106/4/107/112)

5. OTHER
   charcoal with cortex blade Fragment (1138)

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 1E OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of fill which is peripheral to the chipped stone mass
(CB15014) in the NE quadrant of the trench, but which does not underlie it. It
is bounded by the N&W trench banks and the E-W wall to the south. Unlike
the chipped stone mass, the material of this locus is mostly soil, maybe with
some gravel.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15
LOCATION 017

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 462.87 m

UNDER LOCUS (ES) —

END LEVEL(S) 462.62 m

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: CB15.089

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1350 g  FINE—— UNIQ 800 g

LOM Persian folded lamp

SPAN/CONDITION Persian /small /medium worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE (folded) HELL. MOULDMADE—— ROMAN——

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

Bone: 24.6 g (4207)

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAKE

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This locus consists of some soil which was recovered from below a very large stone in the South Eastern quadrant of CB15. This stone was removed and the material recovered. As it was the only material recovered from the eastern half of the trench this year, it was given its own locus.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB15

LOCUS 018

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)
Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S)
463.27

END LEVEL(S)
462.07

UNDER LOCUS (ES)

OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT.______ FINE_______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

This Locus is the main N-S wall of the trench, running from the southern edge of [CB15002] to the southern edge of the trench. It abuts against this wall, [CB15018] consists of two faces of larger unknown stones, sandwiching smaller rubble. It is around 1.2 m wide. It was visible at the end of the previous season but left unexcavated & unlabelled.